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Executive Summary
The purpose of this study was to understand the time frame in which decisions are made for 
vacations and more specifically decisions about driving routes during vacations in Montana. This 
study examines what factors affect travel route decisions and what specific information sources 
influence them.
This study was accomplished by using the Montana Travel Research Panel.
The survey went out to the entire panel. Of those, 2,086 viewed the survey and 1,364 
people finished it for a completion rate of 65 percent.
Most respondents reside in the United States (89%) followed by Canada (8%).
Montana had the highest representation of the US states at 26 percent. This was followed 
by Washington at five percent. There were respondents from each of the 50 states.
When it comes to planning flexibility, Montanans function very much like nonresidents 
when it comes to planning their vacations. The statement most frequently checked by 
both groups was “most places I want to visit are planned but I might make a few 
unplanned stops”.
The timing of decisions on overnight accommodations for any vacation is very similar 
between residents and non residents and most of it happens prior to departing for the trip. 
For Montanans, decisions regarding overnight accommodations on a Montana vacation 
happen mostly before departure (80%). Nonresidents mostly planned ahead for 
overnights but some definitely made those decisions “on the fly”. Eating and dining 
decisions are largely made at the destination along with entertainment and recreation.
For travel routes, most choices are made prior to departure but there are definitely 
nonresidents and residents who are making these decisions in transit and at the 
destination.
Montanans and nonresidents used paper and electronic maps most to plan their driving 
routes. The next highest source for Montanans was recommendations from friends or 
family and 21 percent used no information sources. Eighteen percent of nonresidents 
used the visit MT website and 16 percent of nonresidents took recommendations from 
friends or family to make driving route choices.
Montanans choose driving routes most often to get them to a destination quickly while 
nonresidents are more likely to choose routes that take them along scenic drives.
All respondents were asked what the Montana Office of Tourism could do to encourage 
them to explore alternate driving routes from their original plans. The comments made 
by both groups resulted in 8 major themes and associated sub themes. Some of the 
themes and sub-themes from Montanans comments are similar to those of non-residents. 
Advertising, mobile applications/websites, and signage were themes for both groups.
-
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Introduction
The purpose of this study was to understand the time frame in which decisions are made for 
vacations and more specifically decisions about vacations in Montana. The results will also help 
understand what level of flexibility people have to change their plans. The questions used to 
collect data for this study started broad but eventually narrowed to driving routes in Montana. 
This study examined what factors affect travel route decisions and what specific information 
sources influence them.
Methods
This study was conducted by using the Montana Travel Research Panel. ITRR has been 
developing this research panel where members answer surveys pertinent to Montana travel and 
tourism since July 1, 2009. Obtaining panelists for the research panel has been conducted in 
three ways: (1) individuals intercepted throughout the state of Montana for the nonresident 
tourism research study conducted by ITRR were asked if they would like to participate in future 
studies; (2) visitors to various tourism promotional websites for the state of Montana and local 
convention and visitor bureaus can simply click on a ‘button’ located on these sites to join the 
research panel; (3) current panelists can ‘refer a friend’ and those friends can join the panel.
The questions in the survey were developed through literature review of similar studies. The 
questions were then tailored to this specific project and objectives. The survey invitation was 
sent out to all members of the panel and a reminder was sent one week later. The results were 
then exported to SPSS and analyzed. The open ended questions were analyzed separately with 
each comment getting categorized into themes and sub themes. Statements that best exemplified 
each sub theme are highlighted in the results section.
Results
The survey went out to the entire panel. Of those, 2,086 viewed the survey and 1,364 people 
finished it for a completion rate of 65 percent. Table 1 shows that most respondents reside in the 
United States (89%) followed by Canada (8%).
Table 1: Country of Residence
Country of Residence % of respondents (n l,321)**
United State of America 89% (1,180)
Canada 8% (105)
Other foreign country* 3% (36)
*other foreign countries included: Australia, Brazil, Denmark, England, France, Germany, India, Ireland, Italy, Mali, Netherlands, Nigeria, South 
Africa, Spain, Sweden, Ukraine, United Kingdom.
**43 people skipped this question resulting in missing data.
The Canadian province with the highest representation was Alberta with 59 percent of Canadians 
residing here. This was followed by Saskatchewan at 15 percent (Table 2).
-
-
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Table 2: Canadian Province Residence
Canadian Province % of Canadian respondents (n 105)*
Alberta 59% (54)
Saskatchewan 15% (14)
British Columbia 8% (7)
Ontario 8% (7)
Manitoba 4% (4)
Quebec 3% (3)
Manitoba 1% (1)
Ontario 1% (1)
*Some respondents skipped this question resulting in 14 missing cases.
Montana had the highest representation of the US states at 26 percent. This was followed by 
Washington at five percent. There were respondents from each of the 50 states but Table 3 only 
shows the states with two percent or more.
Table 3: U.S. States residence
U.S. State of residence* % of respondents 
(n l,364)
Montana 26% (354)
Washington 5% (62)
California 4% (50)
Minnesota 3% (47)
Idaho 3% (45)
Texas 3% (39)
Pennsylvania 3% (35)
Illinois 2% (30)
Colorado 2% (29)
Florida 2% (28)
Arizona 2% (25)
Wisconsin 2% (25)
New York 2% (24)
Ohio 2% (23)
Oregon 2% (23)
Virginia 2% (23)
North Carolina 2% (21)
*A11 50 U.S. States were represented in the data but only those that had 2% or greater are listed in this table.
The next area of results focuses on the level of flexibility people reported having in vacation 
planning. The timing of vacation planning decisions is also presented. The data from 
Montanans was separated from those who do not reside in Montana in order to observe any 
differences that may exist. When it comes to planning flexibility, Table 4 shows that Montanans
=
­
=
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function very much like residents of other states and countries when it comes to planning their 
vacations. The statement that was indicated most frequently by both groups was that “most 
places I want to visit are planned but I might make a few unplanned stops”. This was followed 
closely by “some places I want to visit are planned but I might make a few unplanned stops”.
Table 4: Vacation Planning Statements
Vacation planning statements from least to most flexible Montana Nonresidents
All the places I want to visit are planned in advance. 7% 11%
Most places I want to visit are planned but I might make a few unplanned 
stops.
42% 39%
Some places I want to visit are planned but my plans are fairly flexible. 33% 33%
I only have a few definite places in mind I want to visit so my plans are 
quite flexible.
15% 13%
I don’t have any definite places in mind I want to visit so my plans are 
very flexible.
4% 4%
This study also investigated in what time periods respondents made decisions about various 
aspects of their vacations. All respondents were asked to first focus on any vacation they have 
taken in the last 2 years to answer the first set of questions. They were then asked to focus on a 
vacation in Montana. Table 5 shows a direct comparison of Montanans’ responses and 
nonresidents’ responses on decision frames for their “anywhere” vacation. Respondents were 
asked to check all options that apply to them because decisions about eating and dining could be 
made in all three time frames, for example. The timing of decisions on overnight 
accommodations is very similar between residents and non residents and most of it happens prior 
to departing for the trip. Decisions on eating and dining mostly happen at the destination and the 
same is true for entertainment and recreation. Types of transportation and driving routes are 
mostly decided by both groups before departure but also at the destination. There are some 
differences between groups but overall these decisions are made in approximately the same time 
frames.
-

Table 5: Comparison of the timing of decisions about aspects of a non-Montana
vacation for Montanans versus Nonresidents*
Montanans: 
Prior to 
departnre
Nonresidents: 
Prior to 
departnre
Montanans: 
In transit
Nonresidents: 
In transit
Montanans: 
At destination
Nonresidents: 
At destination
Overnight
Accommodations
78% 73% 11% 16% 10% 11%
Eating and dining 14% 14% 21% 28% 66% 65%
Entertainment 30% 25% 9% 16% 60% 60%
Recreation 29% 38% 14% 16% 57% 53%
Types of 
transportation
68% 65% 3% 7% 29% 20%
Driving routes 53% 60% 23% 25% 25% 19%
*respondents were asked to check all that apply
After asking respondents about any vacation, they were asked specifically about their most 
recent Montana vacation. Residents of Montana were also asked this but they were given a “not 
applicable” option as when traveling within one’s own state, some decisions may not be 
necessary.
Table 6: The timing of Montana residents’ decisions regarding aspects of their 
Montana vacation
Montanans: 
Prior to 
departnre*
Montanans: 
In transit
Montanans:
At
destination
Montanans:
N/A
Overnight Accommodations 80% 3% 11% 5%
Eating and dining 28% 14% 54% 4%
Entertainment 26% 7% 46% 22%
Recreation 36% 10% 46% 8%
Types of transportation 66% 1% 10% 24%
Driving routes 65% 19% 11% 5%
*respondents were asked to check all that apply
For Montanans, decisions regarding overnight accommodations on a Montana vacation happen 
mostly before departure (80%). Eating and dining decisions are largely made at the destination 
along with entertainment and recreation (Table 6). Twenty-two and twenty-four percent 
indicated that decisions about entertainment and types of transportation were not applicable to 
them. For those who did make decisions about transportation types, they were mostly made 
before departure. Driving routes were also mostly decided upon before departing with a 
combined 30 percent indicated that they decided on a route “on the fly”.
Table 7: The timing of nonresidents’ decisions regarding aspects of their Montana
vacation
Nonresidents: 
Prior to 
departnre
Nonresidents: 
In transit
Nonresidents: 
At destination
Overnight Accommodations 68% 17% 14%
Eating and dining 13% 26% 61%
Entertainment 21% 17% 62%
Recreation 32% 18% 49%
Types of transportation 72% 6% 22%
Driving routes 58% 24% 19%
*respondents were asked to check all that apply
Nonresidents make their decisions about their Montana vacation in similar time frames as their 
resident counterparts. Decisions about overnight accommodations are mostly made prior to 
departure but more nonresidents make decisions on accommodations “in transit” than do 
residents (Table 7). Also similar to residents most decisions on eating and dining, entertainment, 
and recreation are made at the destination. Nonresidents are making more decisions “in transit” 
than residents on their Montana vacation. Driving routes in Montana are the focus of the 
remainder of this results section.
Table 8: The timing of decisions regarding driving routes on a Montana vacation
Timing of ronte choice decisions Montanans Nonresidents
Before the trip only (routes were planned prior to departure). 52% 40%
Routes were planned ahead but changes were made during the trip. 41% 46%
During the trip only (Routes were planned on the fly). 8% 15%
Respondents were asked to indicate which statement best described when decisions about their 
driving routes in Montana were made. Table 8 shows that most Montanans made their decisions 
“before the trip only” (52%) while for nonresidents their routes were mostly planned ahead but 
changes were made during the trip (46%). Not many (residents or nonresidents) made decisions 
about driving routes during their trip but more nonresidents did this in comparison to Montanans.
The timing of route decisions is important to understand but so is the information sources people 
used to make those choices. All respondents were asked what information sources they used to 
plan their driving route in Montana. Table 9 displays that Montanans and nonresidents used 
paper and electronic maps most. The next highest source for Montanans was recommendations 
from friends or family and 21 percent used no information sources. Eighteen percent of 
nonresidents used the visit MT website and 16 percent of nonresidents took recommendations 
from friends or family to make driving route choices.
-

Table 9: Information sources used to plan driving routes in Montana
Information sonrces for trip planning 1 Montanans Nonresidents
Paper maps 31% 33%
Map apps 31% 32%
Used no information sources 21% 7%
Recommendations from friends or family 19% 16%
Destination websites 14% 16%
Official MT website 12% 18%
Travel review websites 6% 13%
Other* see Appendix A for fiill listing o f  other 4% 6%
Automobile club 4% 14%
Travel apps 5% 6%
Social media 3% 2%
Guide books 4% 14%
Official MT guidebook magazine 2% 13%
Travel Mobile sites 2% 3%
Montana mobile sites 1% 2%
On line banner ad <1%
On line ad <1% 1%
Those respondents who indicated that they made any changes to their driving route while they 
were on their trip were asked a question about what sources of information they used to inform 
those changes. Table 10 shows that 19 percent of nonresidents were given advice by a local and 
this influenced their driving route. For both Montanans and nonresidents, the next two most 
frequently cited sources were road signs and recommendations from friends or family.
- — 
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Table 10: Information sources that influenced Montana driving route choices
Information sonrces infinencing ronte choices dnring trips Montanans Nonresidents
Advice from a local . . * * 19%
Road sign 15% 13%
Recommendations from friends or family 14% 13%
Other* other responses in Appendix A 13% 7%
Advice from another traveler 7% 5%
Paper maps 6% 10%
Printed map 5% 12%
Printed brochure 4% 12%
Billboard 3% 5%
Printed guidebook 3% 9%
Destination websites 2% 5%
Map app 2% 4%
Mobile app 1% 2%
Travel review websites 1% 4%
Mobile site 1% 1%
Travel apps 1% 3%
Social media 1% 1%
On line banner <1%
On line ad <1%
**not asked o f  residents o f  Montana
Respondents were also given seven statements about driving route choices when on vacation and 
asked to indicate when they choose routes for those reasons. Looking at the mean scores for 
each of the statements, Montanans choose driving routes most often to get them to a destination 
quickly while nonresidents are more likely to choose routes that take them along scenic drives 
(Tables 11 and 12). For nonresidents though this is closely followed by getting to their 
destination quickly. The lowest mean for Montanans, or the reason they are least likely to 
choose a route, is “for less traffic” (1.90) while for nonresidents it was “to drive back roads”.
Table 11: Montanans' reasons for choosing driving routes on vacations
Montanans: While on vacation, my 
driving rontes were chosen...
Not at ail Sometimes Most of 
the time
Always Mean
To get me to my destination quickly 12% 30% 38% 20% 2.67
To bring me along scenic drives 11% 37% 39% 13% 2.53
Only to get me from point A to point B 25% 35% 24% 15% 2.30
To find less “touristy” attractions 34% 41% 18% 6% 2.00
To drive back roads 31% 47% 19% 3% 1.94
To visit small towns 32% 47% 19% 2% 1.90
For less traffic 38% 37% 21% 3% 1.90
4 not at all, 2 sometimes, 3 most of the time, 4 always
- — 
- — 
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Table 12: Nonresidents’ reasons for choosing driving routes on vacations
Nonresidents: While on vacation, my 
driving rontes were chosen...
Not at all Sometimes Most of 
the time
Always Mean
To bring me along scenic drives 7% 38% 42% 13% 2.60
To get me to my destination quickly 10% 41% 36% 14% 2.54
Only to get me from point A to point B 22% 49% 19% 10% 2.17
To visit small towns 24% 53% 19% 3% 2.01
To find less “touristy” attractions 29% 46% 19% 6% 2.01
For less traffic 35% 40% 18% 7% 1.97
To drive back roads 28% 52% 16% 4% 1.96
Influencing Route Choice
All respondents were asked what the Montana Office of Tourism could do to encourage them to 
explore alternate driving routes from their original plans. The comments were separated into 
those made by residents and those made by nonresidents. Figures 1 and 2 on the following pages 
show the themes that came from analyzing the responses to this question. Following each figure 
are direct quoted statements from respondents that exemplify each theme and sub theme.
The comments made by both groups resulted in 8 major themes and associated sub themes.
Some of the themes and sub themes from Montanans comments are similar to those of non
residents. Advertising, mobile applications/websites, signage were themes for both groups.
-
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Figure 1: Themes and subthemes that emerged when Montanans were asked what MTOT could do to encourage them
to explore alternate driving routes in Montana.
Montanans: What could the Montana tourism
industry do to encourage you to exnlore alternate
driying routes from your original nlans?
Total responses: 213
Advertising
41% of total 
comments
Provide
itineraries
Advertise history 
of small towns
r
Advertise 
activities along 
alternate routes 
V  V
Commercials and 
billboards
Photos/stories of 
alternate routes 
V.______________ V
Advertise family 
friendlv activities
Road
Improvements
10% of total comments
More pull outs
Repave roads
Plow more in the 
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y_________________y
Bigger shoulders on 
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Signage
8% of total 
comments
More/better 
road signs.
Better road 
markers
Mobile Applications 
Websites
7% of total comments
Affordability
5% of total 
comments
App that highlights 
altemate routes
Package deals
Websites with 
interactive maps
Websites for residents 
that give reviews and 
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Maintain the 
character of off 
the beaten path 
destinations
3% of total comments
Coupons for small
town activities Publicize historic
attractions preservation efforts
y
Paper maps
2% of total 
comments
Cheaper gas
f
More detailed
\
\
maps
(■
Scenic route
\
maps
)
Preserve open 
spaces
Keep Montana 
towns authentic
Nothing/1 Miscellaneonsalready do this 5% of total
19% of total comments
comments
Advertising
Forty one percent of the resident responses concerned advertising. Residents want to be shown 
the alternate routes in Montana. They want MTOT to give them itineraries and show them what 
they will see along the way including the services and attractions available.
“Advertise altemate routes and small town destinations”
“Advertising other routes and the scenic or recreational benefits of choosing them” 
“Commercials or billboards about great places to stop eat and visit along particular roads”
“Do a cross promotion with destination businesses and feature the ‘alt’ routes to take”
“Advertise historical aspects of small towns”
“Make kid friendly attractions. Attract the kids and the parent will take them.”
Nothing/I already do this
Nineteen percent of residents said that there is nothing that MTOT can do to alter their driving 
routes. Some said it was because they already do it, while others stated that they can’t afford the 
time or money it takes to take longer, slower routes.
“Can't think of anything....tend to make my own decisions based on whim and mood”
“I don't know  if info is advertised, then the traffic increases and some of the magic is gone”
“I like to take back roads when possible. Perhaps more advertising about scenic routes and off 
the track destinations.
Mobile Applications/Websites
Ten percent of resident comments specifically addressed mobile apps and websites as ways to 
encourage people to take altemate routes.
“App/website that will plot different routes based on criteria you specify, like roadside 
attractions, road conditions, historical sites. Native American sites, mining/ghost towns, etc.”
“Make an app specifically highlighting Montana back roads and scenic drives”
“Have detailed descriptions of places of interest including local history of small towns. Have 
online availability to explore everything in a certain town.”
“One place for peer reviews of affordable, unique places to stay/visit for other Montanans 
wanting to 'discover their own back yard' I did a lot of online research for places to stay but 
where and how I was going was a combo of knowns (Glacier park) and 'never been there before' 
(the Yaak valley).”
10
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Road Improvements
Ten percent of responses focused on improvements to roads as a way to encourage more travel 
on alternate routes. This theme also includes comments made about informing people about road 
conditions.
“Improve secondary roads”
“Make sure the roads are well maintained and passable”
“Provide good information on conditions of roads, ie. paved, gravel, improved gravel, etc.”
“Put in more roadside reflectors”
“Repave some of the roads”
Signage
Eight percent of residents indicated that better signage is a way to get them off of their original 
route.
“More road signs”
“More signs to altemate driving routes”
“Highlight routes of importance on signs”
“Good signage”
“Have altemate routes clearly marked”
Affordability
Five percent of the responses addressed the affordability of changing routes. Suggestions were 
made to have coupons and discounts to encourage people to take other routes.
“Offer coupons”
“Cheaper gas to go the longer routes”
“Discount coupon booklet”
“Package offers for dining, lodging discounts at smaller destinations”
Maintain the character of off the beaten path locations
Three percent of resident comments focused on keeping the towns along the altemate routes tme 
to their original character. People believe that by preserving them, more travelers will be drawn 
to these altemate routes.
“Keep small Montana towns authentic. Don't allow a bunch of chain motels, chain restaurants, 
and chain coffee shop in every small town in Montana. Keep Montana town mstic and untouched
11
by all of the modern conveniences. There are less and less of these types of towns every day. 
Keep Montana rustic and old fashioned and people will travel here to see it!”
“Two things: Historic Preservation Efforts in small towns... but authentic historic preservation, 
not Disneyland. The other is wide open spaces, free of billboards, free of big_box stores, free of 
modem clutter...”
Paper maps
Only two percent of responses included thoughts about paper maps but in a time when 
technology is dominating, it is important to remember that some people still need and want 
quality paper maps.
“I love using paper maps that you can buy in touristy places. They represent ‘real’ road trips in 
which I can make decisions to go where I want rather than have a machine yell at me that I am 
going the wrong way”
“Make paper maps that are more detailed”
“More info on maps as to what is available in those areas.”
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous comments were also made. These comments made up five percent of total 
comments and didn’t address the questions asked or just did not make sense.
12
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Figure 2: Themes and subthemes that emerged when non-residents were asked what MTOT could do to encourage
them to explore alternate driving routes in Montana.
Nonresidents: What could the Montana tourism
industry do to encouraae you to exnlore altemate
driyina routes from your oriainal nlans?
Total responses: 516
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Advertising/Promotion
Thirty one percent of nonresident responses focused on advertising to them in order to encourage 
them to change driving routes in Montana. Nonresidents especially remarked on their need for 
MTOT to show them what they should do through advertising.
“Advertise sights and food destinations, unique experiences.”
“Consider advertising a fun map where you create a new an interesting predestined travel route 
to see something new. This map would suggest checking out certain attractions and places at 
each site on the way to the final destination.”
“Do more advertising of less popular, out of the way attractions.”
“Info at airport, billboards, websites”
“Keep plenty of good brochures in local motels/hotels.
“Mail us 'packaged' information, for instance: suggest a trip around Flathead Lake or the loop 
from Anaconda through Phillipsburg.”
“Make information very available, like on your website. Make suggestions, I need them. And 
let travelers comment about their experiences. Also, I have registered with you and expressed 
my interest in traveling to Montana, so keep me informed and give me access and I will do the 
legwork, mostly online. I want to experience Montana, help me and sell me. I am coming to 
Montana.”
“Make a brochure available describing such; I am an old fogey and use PAPER information” 
Nothing
Fourteen percent of nonresidents indicated that there was not much or nothing MTOT could do 
to change their driving routes. Sometimes it was because they already do this but other times it 
was other constraints that would be keeping them from changing their route despite the efforts of 
MTOT.
“I had a specific itinerary with a limited amount of time, so there would not have been much 
optional time unless the weather was terrible for outdoor activities.”
“I discourage it, because it takes away from the actual atmosphere of the small town.”
Better Signage
Twelve percent of responses by nonresidents concerned signage. They felt that more quality 
signage would help encourage them to take altemate routes.
“Better Road signs about attractions”
“Better signage about upcoming scenic & historic points.”
14
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“Have attractions well marked along the roads.”
”I followed a lot of the Lewis & Clark trail and just happened upon 'Traveler's Rest'. I knew 
nothing about it until I took the route to go to Lolo Pass. I saw the sign at the entrance to 
Traveler's Rest and decided to take a look. To make sure these places are well marked ahead so 
the tourist doesn't miss a wonderful place such as Traveler's Rest.”
“More road signs providing information about attractions.”
“Have more enticing billboards and signage along the major highways.”
Discounts
As with resident respondents, nonresidents also felt that discounts would help encourage them to 
drive off the beaten path. Eleven percent of total comments addressed discounts and 
affordability. Some mentioned package deals and vouchers.
“Coupons for restaurants”
’’Discounts, hotel discounts, internet sites, advertising more what is on those alternative routes” 
“Drive and stay packages to smaller sites”
“Coupons for reduced prices to attractions. Time constraints usually make our driving choices to 
be more direct ones.”
Emails from MTOT
Eleven percent of nonresidents also mentioned that if  they received emails from MTOT with 
ideas, stories, and photos that they may change their driving route in Montana.
“Email suggestions and pictures from the route.”
“Email/or mail information and maps on back road or scenic routes, send or register these back 
road/scenic routes to gazetter maps, make sure all maps are accurate. Ask us and others who take 
the survey to send information on back road/scenic routes, have a collective place for us to 
access that information.”
“Send email updates on good routes during seasons.”
Mobile Applications
Ten percent of nonresident responses involved mobile applications on their smartphones. They 
felt that there were apps that would help them make altemate plans.
“Clearly provide via a mobile app the scenic routes within MT. I found that by going a little bit 
out of the way, we could find a better scenic drive. I also found that I missed some nice drives I 
would have taken had I known they were there.”
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“Develop a Montana Roadside Geology, History, Natural History, Agriculture, mobile app.”
“Mobile app with info about construction, road conditions/weather, suggested scenic 
routes/stops.”
“My iPhone goes everywhere with me it would be helpful to have Montana specific apps to use 
wherever there is cell service”
Address Safety of Secondary Roads
Five percent of nonresidents would like to be reassured of the safety of traveling secondary roads 
in Montana before they change their driving route.
“Fuel information, distance between and more rest stops”
“Arrange for emergency phones along route for back roads and highlight overnight stay 
possibilities along route for back roads”
“I was most worried about hotels. We did not have camping gear and we love to explore but I 
was worried about finding hotels close to when we would be tired. We planned our trip to end 
up near a city or at our destination.”
“Make sure there are gas stations that are open 24 hours! We have been in Montana and afraid to 
travel a back road not knowing if we could re fuel.”
"The driving routes I took were the only ones offered by any resource I had available. One 
notable thing was that as I was driving I saw many road signs about how dangerous the route was 
(e.g. deaths from drunk driving, excess speed during snow, caution to take extra care, etc.). I 
don't know if any other routes were available, but had a safer, yet slower and longer route been 
available, for some portions of my trip, I would have taken it.
Better Infrastructure
Four percent of responses from nonresidents were focused on providing better infrastructure to 
allow for them to explore other routes.
“Have a few more pull offs on the side of the road for viewing the landscape and also more 
bathrooms that are clean on the side too.”
“More rest stops”
“A tourist office right at the border would have been useful. We came in through Waterton 
Park.”
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Summary and Conclusions
With the advent of mobile technology, vacation planning and travel decisions are no longer just 
happening before departure. The data collected for this study reflects this as both residents and 
nonresidents of Montana are making decisions about aspects of their vacations (both Montana 
vacations and any vacation) at varying times. Most respondents indicated that they are 
somewhat flexible but are mostly making firm choices when planning vacations. In terms of 
accommodations, types of transportation, and driving routes, most are making those decisions 
before they depart. However, there are people out there that are deciding where they want to 
spend the night while they are on the way to their destination or even while they are there. 
Decisions regarding dining, entertainment, and recreation are mostly made at the destination but 
there are exceptions here as well. Marketers can use this information to target people at the right 
time by using different types of advertising but really this data supports targeting people at all 
stages of the process but with varying emphasis. Travelers make most of their decisions about 
overnights before they depart so the majority of advertising for this should be in media types that 
people see at home but some of that targeting can also be put towards mobile advertising as some 
may be waiting to make those decisions.
In terms of driving routes in Montana, many are making some changes to their planned route 
while they are on their trip. Some are even planning their routes completely “on the fly” . When 
respondents planned their driving route they used paper maps and map applications. Some 
residents of Montana didn’t use any information sources but many also received 
recommendations from others. For nonresidents that made changes to their driving route, the 
most influential source was advice from locals and road signs. For residents, they made changes 
using road signs and “other” sources (detailed in Appendix A).
To understand driving routes in Montana even more, all respondents were asked to indicate why 
they made the choices they did with their routes. Nonresidents and residents both indicated that 
they chose their route to get them to their destination quickly and also to bring them along scenic 
routes. Another purpose of this study was to find out what MTOT may be able to do to influence 
traveler’s routes. In a previous report, Montana Travel Corridors, 
(http://www.itrr.umt.edu/Research2013/MontanaTravelCorridorsRR2013)12.pdf) and in 
historical data, it can be seen that the majority of nonresident travelers stay on 1 90 in their 
travels through Montana. In this study, respondents were asked how they can be encouraged to 
alter their driving routes. Both residents and nonresidents indicated that more advertising and 
signage would encourage them to change routes. Some indicated that there was not much 
MTOT could do to change their routes. Others said that a mobile app or website with suggested 
routes, photos, and stories would benefit them. Some also said that coupons and discounts would 
help encourage people to change their driving route.
Ultimately the 1 90 corridor is obviously very convenient and many will drive it but the results 
from this study show that there are some who are willing to change and marketers can take
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advantage of this by advertising these routes in airports, hotels, and at gas stations. People need 
to be sure that these altemate routes will benefit them and not put them in any danger. Marketers 
need to use all the tools they have available to show people altemate routes to take to 
destinations and show them at all stages in the planning process.
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Appendix A- Other information sources used to plan and influence 
driving route in Montana.
Weather (22)
Previous Experience (16)
Road conditions (18)
GPS (10)
AAA (4)
Fires (4)
Born in MT (2)
Atlas
Maps of the national parks on the web at 
their sites
MGCS website for An Ri Ra dates, website 
for booking forest service lookouts 
Montana highway website 
Mt. game and fish 
None
Online Weather 
Online Forums 
Outdoor Magazine 
POE info 
RV Sites 
They drove us.
Timeshare information 
Tour guide 
US forest Website
Used mostly same routes we use every time 
Used to live there. Knew the route.
We drive to Montana often 
We flew in and had transportation provided 
Weather.com 
Word of mouth 
YMT travel 
I flew in
I was a winner, so everything was taking 
The whim to see an old route that was more 
care for me by others 
Specific sites we wanted to see 
I was part of a college trip 
Whim 
Gazateer 
Friends
Driven there before 
Attending convention 
Whims
Whatever seemed convenient
I went with my father, and he  not I  
Planned the trip.
French forum 
Friends
Fishing reports
Google
Family
I am a native of Bozeman 
Information from friends 
Information from rancher 
It was all pre planned 
Mapquest 
Mapquest.com 
My knowledge of Montana 
map quest 
Google Earth 
Recreation.gov
My parent’s knowledge of Montana 
Spur of the moment, wanted to see diff 
Routine
Stop for gas and a drink 
Scenery 
The view 
Self  Curiosity 
secondary stop 
Mdt.mt.gov 
Like exploring 
Late decisions 
Keeping it loose 
Just felt like it 
Scenic but longer 
Timing and weather 
Family
Depended on what campsite was open.
Chg of mind
Intimate knowledge of location
Wanted to go to Canada
Changed to visit friends
We were visiting family, we know our way
around already
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Travelled down some roads we had never 
been down just to see where they went 
Traffic
TIME, TRAFFIC,WEATHER 
Time
This trip was decades ago, so I don't recall.
signs about wildlife areas, signs about
historic areas, fires in the area
scenery, look of road
Scenery
Rest area host
Plans with children who live/attend college 
in MT
Personal plans changed 
Personal Experience 
Past trips
Mostly routes used before.
Looked interesting
Wanted to go but relied on weather, etc.
Just to take a different route
Job
If my family wanted to go to see a site not 
originally planned, we would check the 
maps and go.
I come down fairly frequently and am 
looking for new routes I have not been on
I am from Montana so we choose between 
various routes I know depending on how 
much time we have, weather, etc.
Historical Markers 
Got lost
Good birding Habitat 
Gazetteer
Friends drove us about 
Friends
Fly fishing reports
fishing guide to us to river and to dinner 
Decision to see things not on our original 
itinerary 
Curiosity
Choices made by my family members 
accompanying me during this trip.
Changes in weather, time, and mood, as well 
as special events, spontaneous activities 
Chamber of commerce Livingston MT 
Bom in Montana
Book about the top best road trips in North 
America
au grA© des paysages et des villes et 
Villages
A location seen in a novel
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Appendix B- Montanans: What could the Montana tourism industry do to 
encourage you to explore alternate driving routes from your original 
plans?
Work to ensure the roads are safe and well maintained.
We already do this regularly. It's why only our overnight stays are planned ahead of time. So I 
don't know that I have a good answer. We do occasionally ask front desk personel for info, so 
providing them with good information might be the key.
Virtually nothing that I can think of.
Update road Construction activity
On a web site.
Unsure
Unknown
Two things: Historic Preservation Efforts in small towns... but authentic historic preservation, 
not Disneyland. The other is wide open spaces, free of billboards, free of bigbox stores, free of 
modem clutter. I like to see authentic pieces of Montana
TV Advertising showing points of interest along the way.
Travel routes are pretty much set by the mountains so variation is not too good.
They do a good job but maybe more pictures and maybe more info about hole in the wall joints. 
There are so many variables; people with small children have different needs than the 50+ 
crowd. In order to be curious, you need to have a little more time.
There are not a lot of alternate routes to take for a lot of western Montana. However, we like 
leaming more about Montana history, and historic sights. Given that fact  even though I am a 
lifetime resident of Montana 1 am always willing to go out of my way.
The road map provided by DOT is great for finding little side roads and the condition of the side 
roads were listed. We like to view scenery and enjoy the wide open spaces and mountains of the
state.________________________________________________________________________________
Tell me why I should....
Tell me about out of the way places and things unusual
Stories with photos in Sunday life/travel sections of newspapers showing interesting small 
towns/places off the beaten path
Special flyers on specific 'back roads tours' and maybe periodic articles on 'backroads and
byways.'_____________________________________________________________________________
Sites for places like Glacier could have links to other surrounding destinations of interest...
Show us whats at the end of the trail, whats along the way, better campgrounds.
Show me what is out there that I would be interested in...more historic points...ghost towns...any 
type of tourist activity
Show me better placese to put my sailboat in and more info on the ramps and services 
Send trip plans out of the normal 
Scenic routes absolutely.
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Routes with attractions marked.
Roadside attractions places to eat, sleep, and points of interest
Road signs, keeping official informational signs and areas in good shape
Road side signs
Travel guide that suggest day trips, weekend trips (see the Alaska travel planner for what I mean)
Road maintenance
Repave some of the XXX roads, why does that hole of a state Wyoming have better roads than 
we do? tap into some of the oil money let’s make this happen!!
Receive information regarding the shops, restaurants, attractions that are available when an 
altemate route is taken
Really nothing in the winter. Summer would be a different story when I am not worried about 
unsafe driving conditions and inclement weather.
Quick 1 page did you know app
Put up signs by highway to advertise tourist attractions
Put out more information. It can be hard to find out about little towns and their amenities.
Put info about small towns and back roads on Google maps
Put in more roadside reflectors
Publish more information about great backroad routes and off the beaten path places to stop. For 
instance, we went skiing at Mt Haggin while there and the lady at Fairmont recommended the 
log cabin restaurant across the street from it. We didn't have time
Publish more info on out of the way destinations
Publish 'constmction areas: to avoid for better traffic flow
Publish activities and attractions in a given area and the dates and times of events.
Publicize why an alternate route is worth taking.
provide more articles and photos of places 'off the beaten path'
Provide information about cool, scenic altemate routes at gas stations, hotels, gift shops, etc. 
Provide good information on condition of roads, ie. paved, gravel, improved gravel, etc.
Provide easily available pertinent information on web
Promote that it would be well worth your time to veer off the quickest route
Promote more history of small towns
Promote lesser known attractions along routes via easy to use travel/map apps 
Probably not much, as we've lived here 30 35 years and love to look at maps explore various 
routes from point A to pt. b. (doubt we will travel the Castle Mtn. road again from White Sulph. 
springs to bzn again thought:)..rocky and dusty!!!
Possibly post services ie: gas, food
Points of interest to a family, including children.
Point out historical places not known to me. Also beautiful and wild places that are inspiring and
fun__________________________________________________________________________________
Plant more fish
Places that are different. Have something to offer that you do not see everywhere else, like 
special burger, or unique surroundings a good place to stop for beer or soda. Example would be 
the Atlas bar in Columbus or Little Cowboy Saloon with the museum.
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Pay for it: )
Package offers for dining, lodging discounts at smaller destinations. 
Out of the way eateries 
Organize my work load!
Open more roads
One place for peer reviews of affordable, unique places to stay/visit for other montanans wanting 
to 'discover their own back yard' I did alot of online research for places to stay but where and 
how I was going was a combo of knowns (Glacier park) and 'ne
On these types trips nothing, we are planning a trip around the state possibly not until 2014
Offer coupons
Offer better information regarding events and attractions.
Nothing... It is snow that factors in!
Nothing. We love going off the beaten path. Sometimes there is only one direct way to get there.
Nothing. Usually have a plan on where we are going
Nothing. Prior experience tells us when we want to take back roads.
Nothing. Everything in Montana is so far away that it is hard to take extra time to travel out of
the way.______________________________________________________________________________
Nothing I make my own path
Nothing I can think of
Nothing  we know where we want to go.
Nothing 
Nothing 
Nothing 
Nothing 
Nothing 
Nothing 
Nothing 
Nothing 
Nothing 
Not sure.
Not sure 
Not sure 
Not sure 
Not sure 
Not sure 
Not sure
Not much. We picked up some excellent guide books at the rest area near Anaconda that gave us 
some great ideas for some future adventures.
Not much. I've traveled this state all my life and pretty much know where and when I want to go. 
Not much really, we enjoy going on less traveled roads as much as possible  if  time allows us to
do so.________________________________________________________________________________
Not known
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Not being a 'tourist' we just try to drive on roads not taken before and not come back on the same
roads.________________________________________________________________________________
No sure 
News/media
Names on the atlas appear to be towns where none exist.
Name Highways alternative names like 212 is warrior trail, highlight routes of importance on 
signs______________________________________________________________________________
n/a
My family is pretty laid back when it comes to vacations and most of the time make decisions 
based upon something that we have seen on a billboard or road map or something. I love using 
paper maps that you can buy in touristy places. They represent 'rea
MPG mobility
More tv ads
More signs to alternate driving routes
More Road Signs
More land access
More information put out about what services are in the small town you would pass through on 
the alternate routes
More info on MT cites
More info on maps as to what is available in those areas.
More info and ads online, newspaper, radio, tv and billboards, etc.
More gas stations along the way
More billboards advertising attractions
More antique shops and souvenir shops or site seeing turn outs.
More and easier accessible information on little known places to stay, see and eat.
More advertisements about the allure of off the beaten path locales 
More access to information 
Mobile Scenic byways app
Maybe by identifying more rest stops, camping opportunities, and picnic areas along a differing 
route  also by providing information about new plants, animals, or scenery that we may
encounter.___________________________________________________________________________
Make those alternate routes known. Maybe a small publication with various routes and sights 
along the way
Make the stops and detours more interesting and affordable.
Make sure the roads are well maintained and passable.
Make roads known through web
Make kid friendly attractions. Attract the kids and the parent will take them.
Make it more available of what is out there to see.
Make an app specifically highlighting montana backroads an scenic drives
Lower the cost of fuel
Lower gas prices
Loose itineraries of places to stop and hours of operation.
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Lived here all my life, know every road
List more of back road type scenic byways
Links on web sites
Libby to Poison no alternate driving necessary
Let me know family friendly activities in the small towns I will encounter
Let me know about sites to see out of the way. I like the travel magazines with lots of photos.
All words is a turn off. I would drive out of my way to see something interesting.
Keep small Montana towns authentic. Don't allow a bunch of chain motels, chain restaurants, 
and chain coffee shop in every small town in Montana. Keep Montana town rustic and untouched 
by all of the modern conveniences. There are less and less of these
Keep people out of our state :)
Just make sure that there are always different options available to choose from when looking up
routes, like for shortest, most scenic, hidden gems, etc.
It was a scenic drive so don't think anything else could be done. The road conditions were good.
Information signs of sights along the route.
Information and historical signage or brochures 
Indications of when the lesser known roads are safe to travel.
Improve some roads
Illustrate vacation destinations between larger cities
If the site is worth seeing we will visit. Otherwise gas is too expensive to just wander the longest 
route possible to get to our destination.
I'm a sucker for roadside attraction signs for museums, events, natural formations, etc 
I was trailering a horse so did not consider alternative routs. Ordinarily, I would drive back roads 
most of the way.
I think that promoting small places, ie Norris Hot Springs as one example would encourage 
tourists to take back routes
I like to take back roads when possible. Perhaps more advertising about scenic routes and off the 
track destinations.
I know most of the State fairly well so probably not much.
I have lived here all my life, honestly I don't know...road markers like Wall Drug's all over the 
place I suppose?
I enjoy scenic historical sights, not too sure where they are
I don't know  if info is advertised, then the traffic increases and some of the magic is gone 
I do review your travel books and guides each year and so sorry, but do not have any other ideas. 
I use them to plan weekend or day trips in the state.
I check road reports online all the time  links to driving routes? Not sure 
I already do.
historical aspects and appeal of small towns to attract 
Historic
Highlight the small town attractions
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Highlight places that are off the beaten path and what experience those places offer to someone 
who is traveling MT. I am not going to drive out of my way for something that is going to cost 
me money so that needs to be kept in mind also.
Highlight and promote places to stop on alternate routes.
Highlight 'backroads' places of interest
Help specify or provide information about what features/ attractions their are along a particular 
route.
Have signage
Have routes easily accessible online
Have more cell towers
Have detailed descriptions of places of interest including local history of small towns. Have 
online availability to explore everything in a certain town.
Have alternate routes clearly marked on road signs.
Have 'side trip' info readily available and accessible. Maybe an iPhone or iPad App 
Google map adds or search adds maybe...but recommendations from family and friends will be 
of more value to me.
Good signage
Going from the east to the west the routes are not plentiful
Give me more days of vacation
For this particular vacation, it was for camping and hiking with limited time. The destination is 
where we wanted to spend time, not much could have changed our plans.
Find ways to advertise sights along the major routes that you have to take alternate routes to see.
Feature out of the way recreation or restaurants in a e mail
Facebook ads
Events in small towns, restaurants and hours
Emphasize the scenic routes with photos along the route. If I will see wildlife or a follow a river 
or how far I can see on a clear day.
Do major roadway re construction work in the winter! those roads you think may be a good idea 
can be a nightmare!
Do featured routes in media outlets & highlight facilities along that route.
Do a cross promotion with destination businesses and feature the 'alf routes to take.
Distribute detailed travel maps 
Discounts
Discount coupon booklet
Depends on the trip, the destination and the season  if  I have time for alternate routes and the 
weather/road conditions allow it.
Coupons for attractions
commercials/billboards about great places to stop, eat and visit along particular roads.
Cheaper gas
Can't think of anything....tend to make my own decisions based on whim and mood
Can't think of anything
Bigger shoulders on smaller highways
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Better signs to let me know of special places
Better signage of attractions and events happening in the local small towns. A way to to teach 
travelers some of the local history. Everybody loves a good story.
Better road signs.
Better road markers
Better identify attractions along the road might help
Attractions
Articles on scenic drives, interesting destinations, 'off the beaten path' stories
App/website that will plot different routes based on criteria you specify, like roadside attractions, 
road conditions, historical sites, native American sites, mining/ghost towns, etc.
Advertise
Advertising other routes and the scenic or recreational benefits of choosing them.
Advertise, say per ads for me to be aware of these out of the way places. I do like to go to 
different spots in the state.
Advertise the less traveled routes
Advertise scenery or special events in towns along the way on T. V. commercials; facebook
Advertise many different experiences, i.e. a GREAT restaurant or, a nice, quick hike.
Advertise different activities close to different routes
Advertise back road / small town destinations
Advertise alternative routes more
Advertise alternate routes on different mobile app sites like blackberry traffic, mapquest
Advertise
Activities in that area at a particular time. Festival, show etc.
A more comprehensive map
A iPhone app of here to there options
With eat and gas stops
Appendix C- Nonresident Comments: What could the Montana tourism 
industry do to encourage you to explore alternate driving routes from 
your original plans?
You are doing a great job by giving different routes to get to tourist attractions. We love the scenic 
routes
You are doing a good job now with your Montana guide and website.
Yes.
Win a free trip to Montana
Wildlife updates
When we go through Montana, we are pulling horses, so other than accommodations for horses, we 
do not get off the interstate._______________________________________________________________
What attractions are available for other routes, lodging, camping, etc
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Well sign posted attractions
Websites that talk about these places
Websites
Website with pictures
Web ads, travel channel etc
Weather, natural features
We would stick mostly to highways
We would love to receive a travel package, listing some of the places to visit, off the beaten path!
We were there visiting family. We always ask their advice for the best routes if they aren't traveling
with us._________________________________________________________________________________
We travel in a motorhome, so we have to be careful of the roads we choose. Maybe an RV friendly 
scenic routes would be nice where we don't have to worry about low overpasses, narrow roads,
unpaved roads, or extreme climbs and descents. Our care we take______________________________
We stopped at local info stations on the interstate and they were very helpful. We were able to add
ideas for our trip due to their recommendations.______________________________________________
We restricted to route that can accomidate our RV (5th wheel)_________________________________
We normally do not have a set of plans. If we fly in to a location we map a plan but as we travel we 
are open to change. If we drive into a state we will map out a plan that always changed. We love to
vacation with no definite reservations because if  we___________________________________________
We live in NJ... what you call a highway is a back road., traffic??? you mean the big horn sheep in
the road?________________________________________________________________________________
We just enjoyed the scenery._______________________________________________________________
We have stopped at tourism booths and have good guidance there. We feel Montana has good
access to information._____________________________________________________________________
We have family living in Missoula so ...no extra help needed.__________________________________
WE DON'T HAVE MANY ROADS LEFT THAT WE HAVE NOT TRAVELED EXCEPT NE 
CORNER_______________________________________________________________________________
We decided to take a side trip to Yellowstone after seeing that it was not too far out of our way.
We chose to fly into Washington State, then drove across because air fair was cheaper. I think the 
beauty of the area makes you want to explore alternate routes. I think signs along the way, small 
type allowing tourists to know what lies before them would____________________________________
We aren't likely to change our route taking us to the Glacier area. (It's a long way and we're eager to 
get to the mountains. However, once we're in the area, we're much more flexible. We have been
well served by information we've gathered from rangers_______________________________________
We are okay with our routes._______________________________________________________________
We are mostly destination driven and hesitate to use back roads, in case of emergency, needing gas
and convenience stops.____________________________________________________________________
Very little. We enjoyed restaurants with placemats that highlighted the history and attractions if the
area____________________________________________________________________________________
Varing routes in guide books.______________________________________________________________
Usually drive hwy 2
Unsure make quick decisions at times depending on mood and weather
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Unsure_____________________________________________
Unknown___________________________________________
Unique sites_________________________________________
TV adds____________________________________________
Trip plans  like 'if you have five nights in Montana do xyz'
Travel. MT travel guide was great. I go to Montana at least once per year and know pretty much 
what I want to do and where I want to go already__________________________________________
Travel vouchers or trip coupons
Tour guides at gas stations helpful and lots of local info
To see history, scenery and wildlife
Thought for a while, but no ideas, sorry.
This was a totally unplanned trip. I would guess better info borchures or an advertised tourism 
website
They were helpful.
There is an app called Roadside Attractions which we used to find unusual, off the beaten path 
attractions. We also used Yelp and Urban Spoon and Trip Advisor to find unusual places to eat. The
more places in MT that are listed within these sites the more___________________________________
There didn't seem to be any alternative routes (excluding 4wd trails) given the places we wanted to 
_go______________________________________________________________________________________________
There aren't any other roads in some places
There is only 2 ways to West Yellowstone in the winter
The routes I took were perfect for my enjoyment.
The only difficulty that we had in trying to find alternate routes on back roads & forest roads. We 
could not locate maps online or in a store to help us. Had GPS though and that did help!! LOVE
MONTANA_____________________________________________________________________________
The easier they are to access from a mobile site the more likely I would be to use them.____________
The driving routes I took were the only ones offered by any resource I had available. One notable 
thing was that as I was driving I saw many road signs about how dangerous the route was (e.g.
deaths from drunk driving, excess speed during snow, caution t_________________________________
Tell me about great, local, authentic food, contemporary but affordable lodging, and scenic hiking in 
small towns.
Tell me about great restaurants and outdoor adventure
Tailor official sites to making visitors aware of the options  driven by what the visitor is looking to
do._____________________________________________________________________________________
Supply me with a car and some ideas as to where would be good places to go.___________________
Supply driving routes or a website that included road conditions
Suggest some scenic drives to points of interest.
Suggest other points of interest along the way on their website
Suggest on an internet site points of interest along a route selected by a guest traveler. 
Stop making it like California_________________________________________________
Stop paving stop making camping $$$
Crystal park is a perfect example.
Sure more money for Mt maybe change your ideas about a dirt road & camping with No motor
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Coaches________________________________________________________________________________
State parks______________________________________________________________________________
Specific campaigns built around 'off the beaten path' adventures and exploring___________________
Special events___________________________________________________________________________
Sometimes I've taken alt routes because of the book Blue Highways or because I've seen a location 
in a film or commercial. Sometimes documentories about a location. Let me know about nearby
natural hot springs and restaurants favored by famous MT resid________________________________
Some routes eg. route 89 from the Port of Del Bonita to browning, this is a dangerous Road , I have 
traveled it in all seasons , and the traffic demands it to be improved.I have driven it since the 70's
@least 12 times or more._________________________________________________________________
Some billboards along the way say 'See..such & such' if  you take this pother highway.____________
Signs on the road________________________________________________________________________
Signage on highway?_____________________________________________________________________
Sign non interstate routes more prominently.________________________________________________
Showcase what might be on those alternate routes (historic site, ghost town, park, etc)____________
Show where to go_______________________________________________________________________
Show what we can expect to see and what type of road it is, ie mountainous, steep grades etc.______
Show the value in some manner. Have suggested drives that have great lesser known attractions.
Show the scenic routes on maps.___________________________________________________________
List distance between the main towns.
Show list of lodges and gas stations on the map.
Show some of the relaxing things you can do in Montana that would be fun.__________________
Show more of what is on the alternative routes as far as attractions gol_______________________
Show me what I'll be seeing on the drive._________________________________________________
Show me the most scenic routes________________________________________________________
Show me more._______________________________________________________________________
Show alternate routes that are RV friendly ie campgrounds in convenient spots and warnings for
steep curvy roads._____________________________________________________________________
Share them___________________________________________________________________________
Share route recommendations and synopsis of items along the route, travel times, etc.__________
Share more personal histories of off-the-beaten track.______________________________________
Send us some literature and scenic spots_________________________________________________
Send some Travel materilal and suggestions_____________________________________________
Send more emails_____________________________________________________________________
Send me other locations_______________________________________________________________
Send me an rv guide to Montana in which agendas are laid out._____________________________
Send me a couple of plane tickets. South Carolina is a lonnnng way from Montana.___________
Send email updates on good routes during seasons.________________________________________
Send brochures_______________________________________________________________________
Scenic routes_________________________________________________________________________
Scenic Route descriptions on official websites____________________________________________
Scenic national parks and friends in area_________________________________________________
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Scenic byways
Satisfied
Road works/ conditions.
Road signs, more in town visitor's centers.
Road signs, emails??
Road signs to indicate attractions that include some information about attraction.
Road signs
Road conditions
Readily available info on websites and visitor recommendations board
Put up more signs with attractions
Put together a planned route map with interesting reasons to go to each place on the map. Include 
the hours of operation/cost for each destination to make it easy to decide to do it on the fly._________
Publish 'trails'  lists of attractions that you can go to one the same trip. Connecticut State tourism 
does something called the Wine Trail that we use alot  you can pop into a winery if you are close by 
because they have them easily identified. On the______________________________________________
Publish more info on out of the way places.
Publish little known facts on areas. What I don't like about that is then they become Known!________
Publish highway construction zones_________________________________________________________
Publish articles on Scenic Byways. If you already do this, I have not seen them, so make them more
widely publicized.________________________________________________________________________
Publish an RV and Campground directory. Publish a list of all the tourist attractions in Montana.
Publish an app with good information about what each small town and alternate route offer. Not just 
scenic information but cultural activities, hikes, restaurants that accommodate people with dietary
restrictions (vegetarianism).________________________________________________________________
Publish a points of interest booklet__________________________________________________________
Publicize the 'off the beaten path' sights that are worth seeing.___________________________________
Provide signage indicating historic or scenic drive. Get google maps to give alternate routes w this
information______________________________________________________________________________
Provide reliable information of the typs of road, terrain, restrictions._____________________________
provide more vacations for singles that go on vacation alone____________________________________
Provide more information__________________________________________________________________
Provide me with a free vacation_____________________________________________________________
provide maps_____________________________________________________________________________
Provide local destinations on your website  good travel routes for scenery and local color.__________
Provide information that indicates that from 'here', you could also visit 'there' via 'this route' in 'X
hours'.___________________________________________________________________________________
Provide information online about 'out-of-the-way' attractions.___________________________________
Provide information considered appealing____________________________________________________
Provide information about the quaint, scenic, wildlife oriented options along a drive._______________
Provide info specific to the planned recreation i.e. fishing.______________________________________
Provide discounts from local vendors as incentive to travel a certain route and through their town(s) 
Provide detailed brochures and maps to show where attractions and historical places are____________
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Provide activity centered literature at campgrounds and rv parks.
Provide accomodations and attractions for out of the way locations
Promote the Bear Tooth Highway more, Red Lodge as a gateway to Yellowstone  not as touristy as
Jackson, WY____________________________________________________________________________
Promote the 'Old West' history of the 'out of the way' towns & taverns__________________________
Promote alternate routes (scenery, historical sites, options for food and lodging)__________________
Profiles and signs, brochures on 'lesser know' attractions
Probably very little. If I was in Montana ONLY to see the state, I would gladly use back roads.
Often the trip has to do with family and getting somewhere so spontaneous trips are rarely an option. 
Probably nothing, sorry !!__________________________________________________________________
Printed and web materials are my main sources . . . and sometimes conversations with locals and/or 
other tourists
Print travel guides with small town sites designated
Post signs on the hwy.
Post pictures of sights along route
Point out scenic byways or out of the way points of interest
Point out places with interesting details, photographic or wilderness spots, places with interesting 
names/histories, or generally point out what is something different than any other state offers. I
loved seeing a 'Big Horn Sheep' crossing sign and wonde______________________________________
Place signs on state highways and interstate regarding recreational opportunities and sites.__________
Place informational brochures at travel locations. Put 'day trips' on MT websites describing different
scenic routes and points of interest along the way._____________________________________________
Photos showing why you want to go that way, what you're going to see.__________________________
Perhaps, publish map online of more local history for each town to include places to eat and gas
stations._________________________________________________________________________________
Pave more roads
Outside advertising
Our time was limited. We prefer to spend a good amount of time at each spot & include mostly out 
door activities. We look forward to another visit.
On the official road map show more scenic routes
Offer travel incentive
Offer internet discount coupons.
Offer a guide to off road driving for 4x4 Jeeps etc.
Nothing. Our son graduated from the U. That will probably be our last trip to Montana 
Nothing. I pick my own routs according to desired destinations and fuel costs.________
Nothing! It's already perfect!
Nothing, you do it well
Nothing, we pull our holiday trailer with a semi so we need to stick to primary highways only 
Nothing, our Montana trip was great and people really helpful everywhere: don't change anything! 
Nothing, make independent decision._____________________________________________________
Nothing, I travel there often.
Nothing, you already publish good literature, which I have found very useful in the past.
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Nothing we take the scenic route at times through yellowstone from missoula____________________
Nothing 1 had no difficulty with spontaneous changes and back roads__________________________
Nothing really. If they advertised them more they would no longer be the alternative. Part of the
adventure is finding your way._____________________________________________________________
Nothing really I like the brochures I find at my preferred hotel._________________________________
Nothing really___________________________________________________________________________
Nothing on this particular trip. I have explored many back roads in former trips.__________________
Nothing more___________________________________________________________________________
Nothing I can think of.____________________________________________________________________
Nothing I can think of.____________________________________________________________________
Nothing I can think of at this time._________________________________________________________
Nothing I can think of____________________________________________________________________
Nothing at this time. Enjoy the freeway____________________________________________________
Nothing at this time______________________________________________________________________
Nothing  it usually depends on the weather as to where I can explore.__________________________
Nothing  efficiency is key for short vacations. If you want me to get into the countryside on a 
summer vacation, you could make sure bikes are available for long term rental at the train station or
airport and storage is an option at that terminal or bik_________________________________________
Nothing________________________________________________________________________________
Nothing________________________________________________________________________________
Nothing________________________________________________________________________________
Nothing________________________________________________________________________________
Nothing________________________________________________________________________________
Nothing________________________________________________________________________________
Nothing________________________________________________________________________________
Nothing________________________________________________________________________________
Nothing________________________________________________________________________________
Nothing________________________________________________________________________________
Nothing________________________________________________________________________________
Nothing________________________________________________________________________________
Nothing________________________________________________________________________________
Nothing________________________________________________________________________________
Nothing________________________________________________________________________________
Nothing________________________________________________________________________________
Nothing________________________________________________________________________________
Nothing________________________________________________________________________________
Nothing________________________________________________________________________________
Nothing________________________________________________________________________________
Note interesting places on your website._____________________________________________________
Not very much__________________________________________________________________________
Not sure. If Yellowsone Park were open during winter I would likely not even drive through 
Montana________________________________________________________________________________
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Not sure.________________________________________________________________________________
Not sure.________________________________________________________________________________
Not sure how, as we just travel through,but this year we have a travel trailer that we will be using so
we can make time in Montana_____________________________________________________________
Not sure________________________________________________________________________________
Not sure
Not sure
Not sure
Not sure
Not sure
Not sure
Not sure
Not sure
Not sure
Not sure
Not really sure. Perhaps have some kind of card that you need validated at placed that are off the 
beaten path, and if you turn in a fully validated card you get some kind of reward._____________
Not really sure. I'm pretty destination bound
Not much. We like to get off the beaten track quite often.
Not much. I enjoy driving, no matter where.
Not much. I'm old fashioned and usually use a paper map.
Not Much!
Not much, we're pretty willing to go on random back roads as it is!
Not much, we pretty much went where our children explored over the past year and wanted us to 
experience those places.___________________________________________________________________
Not much, as I pretty much have to stick to the plans I make before leaving Arizona because of time 
constraints. I would like to do more fishing so any printed material or email with attachments would
be welcome._____________________________________________________________________________
Not much since we have been there often____________________________________________________
Not much_______________________________________________________________________________
Not much_______________________________________________________________________________
Normally tour around more but this trip was more or less direct as was heading south for winter
None at this time_________________________________________________________________________
None___________________________________________________________________________________
No suggestions. Most of my Montana time is spent on the way to somewhere else________________
No comment_____________________________________________________________________________
No comment_____________________________________________________________________________
NA_____________________________________________________________________________________
Na______________________________________________________________________________________
N/A
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My wife and I are retired and we travel about 10 to 12 weeks out of the year. We plan all our trips 
and are always mindful of cost. If you want me to explore an alternate driving route offer me an
economic incentive. Free tank of gas, 1/2 price motel r______________________________________
My plans are made te night before while in my hotel room or tent._____________________________
My main reason to come to the area is to view animals. Any animal related activities would
encourage me to alter my driving routes.___________________________________________________
My last vacation to Montana did not have all the apps it was 20 years ago______________________
My iPhone goes everywhere with me it would be helpful to have Montana specific apps to use
wherever there is cell service_____________________________________________________________
Must always have full RV hook up routes for overnights._____________________________________
Mostly travel these routes for wildlife or scenery____________________________________________
Most of the roads on maps look like good choices. I am a little afraid to go off the main paths,
especially in mountainous areas.__________________________________________________________
More web sites, maps, flyers for less traveled areas._________________________________________
More web advertising___________________________________________________________________
MORE SIGNAGE______________________________________________________________________
More signage__________________________________________________________________________
More scenic routes, more historic places.___________________________________________________
More scenic routes______________________________________________________________________
More scenic routes______________________________________________________________________
More scenic byway signage______________________________________________________________
More security on side road_______________________________________________________________
Bear tooth hwy_________________________________________________________________________
More road signs providing information about attractions
More road signs
More rest stops
More rest stops
More radio information aread on time of travel using alternate routes and things to see. wether 
historic or entertaining, time back to route._____________________________________________
More publicity
More information. Travel MT is great!
More information for example ghost towns, antique stores, small towns with celebrations, parades, 
special activities (a festival, for example). This could be in the form of a pamphlet. I have always 
wanted to pull off the highway and explore Virginia C________________________________________
More information on out of the way destinations
More information on line about access to good stream and small river fishing access. There are 
excellent sites for 'blue ribbon' rivers but little info available for places like the Thompson River for 
example.________________________________________________________________________________
More information about smaller tourist attractions.
More information in Rest Areas
More information
More info on different things to see or do that you can't do everywhere else
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More info on areas to see
More info about what different destinations have to offer on internet
More inf
More history signs on the highways, maybe at rest stops too.
More history of specific areas
More detailed signage for camping and hiking trails.
More data at Rest Areas
More commercials and/or online ads.
More ads creating fun things to do and see
More about the state advertising other then the mountains.
Montana is so big and so under populated many more secondary roads could be on the official
Montana map without the map being busy.__________________________________________________
Mobile app with info about construction, road conditions/weather, suggested scenic routes/stops.
Maybe something about 'Off the Beaten Path' or 'Things to Experience on Your Way to There'_____
Maybe some more rest stops even if primitve. I always take the back road from Crow to Bella 
Fourche SD because its quicker and a beautiful drive. There is a long stretch where one can not pee. 
Maybe publishing a mini-atlas for the section of Montana is visiting....like the Gold-West Country
Atlas Montana showing sites and roads and services.__________________________________________
Maybe paper maps with possible interesting spots to visit on it.________________________________
Maybe mark highways with 'scenic route' so we can take alternate routes________________________
Maybe a booklet o f '100 Sites to See in MT' 1 think ND has something like that._________________
Maps with sideline details, or on a website__________________________________________________
Make us more aware of them.______________________________________________________________
Make them more visible, advertised, etc.____________________________________________________
Make them more obvious_________________________________________________________________
Make tent camping sites more easily accessible and appealing. Most are private and crowded._____
Make sure there are gas stations that are open 24 hours! We have been in Montana and afraid to
travel a back road not knowing if we could re fuel____________________________________________
Make sure that recommended/alternate driving routes are posted on travel sites and Montana sites
and destination sites and/or on printed maps and travel advertising._____________________________
Make sure road construction is noted well in advance and the extent of the construction___________
Make my visit more cost effective._________________________________________________________
Make more roads lol NOT________________________________________________________________
Make me more aware of alternate routes and attractions through flyers or pamphlets. For example,
other scenic roads or tourist attractions._____________________________________________________
Make me aware of places to visit that are not the 'normal' tourist spots.__________________________
Make it easier to find small town summer events on a website_________________________________
Make information very available, like on your website. Make suggestions, I need them. And let 
travelers comment about their experiences. Also, I have registered with you and expressed my
interest in traveling to Montana, so keep me informed and give me_____________________________
Make destination places more well known.__________________________________________________
Make crossing the canada/usa border easier...________________________________________________
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Make an effort to recognize the fantastic opportunities for motorcycle travel in the State and identify
scenic routes and amenities on the website and guidebooks.____________________________________
Make a fun informative app and put up cool retro billboard and road signs up directing folks_______
make a brochure available describing such; I am an old fogey and use PAPER information_________
Mail us 'packaged' information, for instance: suggest a trip around Flathead Lake or the loop from
Anaconda through Pbillipsburg.____________________________________________________________
Mail or email info regarding attractions______________________________________________________
Lower gas tax.___________________________________________________________________________
Love Montana. I'll look for more online sites related to its bidian history and the parks_____________
Live in Montana.
List what we might see on alternate routes.
List sights along secondary roads
List of fun stuff for the kids along the way
List multiple points of interest by city our route.
List Birding areas We did find these in one source but it was too late to use on our way home 
List and advertise.___________________________________________________________________
Let us know of interesting sites and scenic view and wildlife via web pages and information at 
airports and visitor centers____________________________________________________________
Let us know about interesting sites in out of the way places
Let me know where rockhounding areas are located.
Let me know what they are and what the benefit is  on our trip, there weren't many options we had
to choose from, so I don't know.___________________________________________________________
Let me know about them. Some interesting places. What makes a town unique._________________
Keep the Forest Service and Parks Personnel, they do a great job all arounds. They're very helpful 
and well informed.
Keep plenty of good brochures in local motels/hotels.
Keep marketing your attractions in all media.
Just what you already do
Just keep me informed about possible attractions or activities/events._________________________
It's fun to know what festivals or special events are happening in near by towns________________
It would be helpful to have road conditions available for secondary roads._____________________
It is mostly a matter of time or what we are doing between destinations.______________________
It already is great______________________________________________________________________
Interesting stops to visit________________________________________________________________
Interesting restaurants, bakeries, shops, for instance in Wyoming, I visit the cowboy chocolatier,
and shop in Cody._____________________________________________________________________
Informational maps or web information__________________________________________________
Info on scenic out of the way dstinations_________________________________________________
Info at airport, billboards, websites______________________________________________________
In the summer we do explore, this Nov trip was a quick one_________________________________
In Sept. there were very few 'events' like rodeos or fairs that would have caused us to change our 
plans.________________________________________________________________________________
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Improve signage
Improve road conditions and make information about alternate routes more accessible._____________
Identify routes difficult for RV or trailers to navigate.__________________________________________
Identify any 'must see' destinations or drives. There has to be a reason for me to go out of my way.
I'm really not sure. But the marketing theme should be 'Montana's Best Kept Secrets'...____________
I'm not sure. We're planning on another trip there in late May, but I dont know that we will change
our planned route.________________________________________________________________________
I'm not sure, but I guess I might be interested in information of things away from major highways.
Not sure what I might find in the very north east of the state east of Ft. Belknap area_______________
I'm not sure if you can offer anything._______________________________________________________
I was most worried about hotels. We did not have camping gear and we love to explore but I was 
worried about finding hotels close to when we would be tired. We planned our trip to end up near a 
city or at our destination.__________________________________________________________________
I usually have a plan, then stop at the first rest stop in the state for more info and ideas. The more 
info available at that location would help me. Last time I travelled to Montana, I did not have a
smart phone and relied on paper. I'm not sure how I___________________________________________
I usually go with the first route I see on googlemaps, unless I know the area, so I'm not exactly sure.
I usually drive on my vacations. Sometimes my route may be determined by bill boards for some
side trips.________________________________________________________________________________
I try to go when the roads are dry.___________________________________________________________
I think there should be some better maps on GPS and map apps we got lost a few times.____________
I think the system they are using now is working great_________________________________________
I think it would be great but no time on the last trip no need to do anything to encourage me________
I think guide books are perfect for alternate routes.____________________________________________
I suppose it depends if my original plans are not in the best interest of Montana tourism. Perhaps
they are and you don't want to make me deviate.______________________________________________
I only go to the same places when it really exceptional. Most times it always a new place.__________
I need to use mobile apps more, become familiar with them, find them. The tourist industry could 
get this info out more...get a spread in travel sections of Sunday newpapers featuring MT with the 
apps, etc_________________________________________________________________________________
I loved Montana, plan on returning in upcoming Vacations. It is one of the most beautiful states.
The clouds even parted from the mountain tops in Glacier so I could see the tops of the mountains. I
love it so much. The air is so clean, and fresh. It_____________________________________________
I lived all around MT. But you could give a little more info on some of the nice small towns and
attractions like hot springs and Rodeos and Summer attractions Not everyone is into snow and
skiing.__________________________________________________________________________________
I live in MT._____________________________________________________________________________
I have small children who dont really appreciate the alternate routes. Someday, I'll come drive
Montana without them.____________________________________________________________________
I have no suggestions here._________________________________________________________________
I have loved Montana just the way it is from my first visit in 1974.______________________________
I have always enjoyed drives throughout Montana. I went to school in Great Falls and drove home
to Billings on the weekends. It was great.____________________________________________________
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I had a specific itinerary with a limited amount of time, so there would not have been much optional
time unless the weather was terrible for outdoor activities.______________________________________
I grew up in Montana, so I know how to get everywhere. If that wasn't the case, maybe advertise
about 'getting lost' or 'the road less traveled' or 'see what treasures you can find' type deal.__________
I followed a lot of the Lewis & Clark trail and just happened upon 'Traveler's Rest'. I knew nothing 
about it until I took the route to go to Lolo Pass. I saw the sign at the entrance to Traveler's Rest and
decided to take a look._____________________________________________________________________
I dont know______________________________________________________________________________
I don't think of Montana as having lots of routes! we drove through a moonscape to get from NE to 
SE of state and i didn't think there was an alternative. Scenic Route signs always help._____________
I don't think much. We usually travel from Alberta through the Chief Mountain border crossing and 
into Glacier National Park over the Going to the Sun highway. We have explored much of the West
side of Glacier this summer we plan to explore some of the_____________________________________
I don't know._____________________________________________________________________________
I don't know!_____________________________________________________________________________
I don't know_____________________________________________________________________________
I do not know____________________________________________________________________________
I discourage it, because it takes away from the actual atmosphere of the small town._______________
I check brochures at hotels and look for signs that look interesting ______________________________
I change routes often because I like to see different places______________________________________
I cannot think of any at this time____________________________________________________________
I believe most roads in Montana are scenic and beautiful. Some people don't tend to care too often 
about taking their time and seeing stuff. My guess would be to put more things online that are easily
accessible to people I think that would encourage more________________________________________
I am satisfied with current methods_________________________________________________________
I am happy with the tourism there___________________________________________________________
I already like to explore___________________________________________________________________
I already do this__________________________________________________________________________
Historical stuff takes me off the beaten path. So do great photo opps.____________________________
Historic sites and ones with awesome views and scenery____________________________________
Highlight unusual historical or natural history sites on state maps._______________________________
Highlight specific attractions along these routes. Why would it be worth the extra gas and time?
Highlight points of interest and unique features of various areas. We had a wonderful time in a 
National Wildlife area north of Great Falls! It was on the Montana State Map and we decided to go
to Great Falls on a whim to see it. In the process, we f________________________________________
Highlight locations and historic sites around the state._________________________________________
Highlight Construction Sites_______________________________________________________________
Highlight activities along route_____________________________________________________________
Arrange for emergency phones along route for back roads______________________________________
Highlight overnight stay possibilities along route for back roads________________________________
Heavy road construction could be posted on your website or the signs could be posted sooner than 
they were  we waited nearly an hour at one spot______________________________________________
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Have signs about them, guidebooks/maps at gas stations 
Have posting of Historical sites on Maps and in Tour Guides. 
Have more information in out of the way places
Have more enticing billboards and signage along the major highways.
Have maps of alternative routes in local restaurants, stores, etc.
Have brochures about back road routes.
Have attractions well marked along the roads.
Have a way to be informed about fuel and food 'deals'
Have a few more pull offs on the side of the road for viewing the landscape and also more 
bathrooms that are clean on the side too
Have an all expense paid trip contest for participants in this survey
Handouts at the airport
Guidebooks and brochures usually determined us finding alternate and scenic routes, 
gsfgdgsf__________________________________________________________________
GPS unit
Google ads highlighting unusual destinations.
Good signage
Good restaurants, hotels along alternative routes
Good information.
Give them the routes to follow.
Give me a free tour
Get me more information.
Fuel information, distance between and more rest stops
Free maps at gas stations
Facebook is a popular avenue, for people to 'friend' sites. I also enjoy free brochures, that highlight 
different areas.
Explore different routes
Emphasize authentic, not touristy, vacation experiences that are hard to find somewhere else._______
Emails from MT tourism__________________________________________________________________
Email/or mail information and maps on back road or scenic routes, send or register these back 
road/scenic routes to gazetter maps, make sure all maps are accurate. Ask us and others who take the 
survey to send information on back road/scenic routes, hav____________________________________
Email suggestions and pictures from the route.
Email info
Email
Drive and stay packages to smaller sites
Don’t know.
Don't tell anyone!!! But seriously, put out a book for those of us who do enjoy the backroads and no 
tourists. Include local eateries, campgrounds, motels, birdwatching, etc. We always use the 
Gazetteer for choosing routes.______________________________________________________________
Don't know
Don't know_________________________________
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Don't know
Don't know
Don't know
Don't know
Do not know
Do more advertising of less popular, out of the way attractions.
Do a map of stops on a particular route. Explain the history of the highlight of each stop. Even if  it is
to see roadside views._____________________________________________________________________
Discounts, hotel discounts, internet sites, advertising more what is on those alternative routes_______
Discounts at Motels
Discount of some type for car rental.
Develop a Montana Roadside Geology, History, Natural History, Agriculture, mobile app. Being a 
farmer myself and a former student of Plant and Soil Sciences, I would help develop a field guide to
roadside agriculture. I can see it now... does it have four_______________________________________
Designate side routes to major destinations as 'scenic' or designate 'detours' travelers can take en
route to a destination_____________________________________________________________________
Designate routes as scenic by ways and by the use of literature found at rest areas and gas stops. 
Designate 'scenic' routes or sections of interstates, etc._________________________________________
Design special maps outlining these places and routes to these destinations. Plan area maps to_____
Highlight these points of interest in your state._______________________________________________
Describe routes and site seeing opportunities
Describe in detail what is available to people who travel with trailers
Des informations prA©cises sur la pA^che A la mouche
Depends if you are looking for a direct routes or scenic/ tourist routes. Have a variety of types of 
routesaavailable_________________________________________________________________________
Deal with the oil craze issues. Things in Montana are so bad with extreme greed over who gets the 
MONEY from that black gold that we are not sure we are ever coming back. People there have 
gone insane with greed. $4.00 for dam soda. $28.50 for two sa_______________________________
Create more 'scenic route' plans that give suggestions.
Create awareness of, maybe an app? road less taken kind of thing
Coupons for restaurants
Coupons for reduced prices to attractions. Time constraints usually make our driving choices to be 
more direct ones.
Convince me a side trip would be worth it. :)
Continue to staff visitor centers with knowledgeable guides or toll free numbers to call real people
from unstaffed rest areas.__________________________________________________________________
Continue to publish materials that give an overview of other sites to visit_________________________
Continue to place ads and articles in regional magazines such as Sunset.__________________________
Consider motorcyclists' needs and desires to travel easily and be welcome  we travel by 
motorcycle and thus have the need for bike parking (sheltered) and good roads that are off the beaten 
path  route suggestions and accommodations that understand ou________________________________
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Consider advertising a fun map where you create a new an interesting predestined travel route to see 
something new. This map would suggest checking out certain attractions and places at each site on 
the way to the final destination._____________________________________________________________
Clearly provide via a mobile app the scenic routes within MT. I found that by going a little bit out of 
the way, we could find a better scenic drive. I also found that I missed some nice drives I would
have taken had I known they were there._____________________________________________________
Call me, It's a conversation 715 235 7766____________________________________________________
By suggestios on guide books or magazines / web sites________________________________________
Business hrs,liquor laws,small town activities ie omoxies,gatherings,etc_________________________
Burma Shave type of ads__________________________________________________________________
Build a new highway? there is only one way to get to Miles City.________________________________
Brochures, billboards
Billboards and signs
Better town routs
Better signs
Better signage.
Better signage in the mountains, got lost in the Gravelly Range for hours!
Better signage about upcoming scenic & historic points.
Better road signs
Better info about them such as road conditions, schedules of places of interest, less about eating we
travel to see the places but so many times there seems to be an emphasis on food and drink.________
Better guidebooks________________________________________________________________________
Better advertise scenic routes
Availability of information, some remote places are listed on trip advisor. Give more information to 
the local b&b's.
Attractions
At one time our GPS wanted us to go over a pass outside of Glacier but we learned from a local just 
a couple miles in that it was not suited for anything but a 4WD. Not sure how to fix this issue.______
As long as my vehicle would get me to where I wanted to go, I would check a map and just go. As 
an original native Montanan, I have specific area that I would want to visit. If I were to travel to 
unfamiliar areas, I would look to the MT tourism sites.________________________________________
As I wrote I have spent summers and one fall (July through Dec) in Missoula and three summers in 
Bozeman. So I really know the places I like to visit.__________________________________________
Arrange for flights from U.K. Direct to Montana
Alert me to 'less touristy attractions'
Advice of family/children events in other towns.
Advertising
Advertise, post prominent signs,ask Park Rangers to promote.
Advertise them on the major highways
Advertise special events; i.e., rodeos, art and craft shows, harvest season venues, town festivals, 
historic sites, special celebrations.______________________________________________________
Advertise smaller cities______________________
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Advertise sights and food destinations, unique experiences.
Advertise scenic routes but be sure to include seasonal warnings/caveats. E.g. we went through St. 
Mary/Bab up to Piegan crossing in April and it was pretty challenging route given snow and ice 
conditions
Advertise on billboards or rest stops
Advertise it more not a whole lot.
Advertise interesting side trips
Advertise good things to do / things to see on websites that I might visit prior to travel don't know 
which ones those would be right now.______________________________________________________
Advertise for room specials on billboards or at gas stations
Advertise Fishing opportunities along back routes.
ADVERTISE
Advertise
Advertise more
A tourist office right at the border would have been useful. We came in through Waterton Park 
Better Road signs about attractions_____________________________________________________
They do a good job as is
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